“An Internship Like No Other”
We are looking for 3 AMAZING recently graduated university students with
incredible passion, jaw-dropping boldness and versatile skills to make an impact
on the planet, to work directly with us full-time on 3 game-changing initiatives
over the next 3-6 months.
Who are we looking for?
Are you a recent university graduate - an entrepreneur, innovator, a project manager & talented ‘builder’ who
can pitch and sell what you believe in? Are you a community builder, a global thinker, and someone driven to
have a truly massive impact in the world? If so, then this role is for you.

Role and Responsibilities
* Be a thought partner, researcher, analyst along multiple domains/industries/geographies
* Event host and true community evangelist for all projects in your lap
* Support in building and launching a revenue-generating product or service
* Act as a deployable asset across multiple business ventures

Requirements
* Graduate student (just left college/university!)
* Demonstrated interest in exponential technologies, ecommerce, startups, human transformation, global
challenges
* Demonstrated interest in building companies as an entrepreneur
* Ability to thrive in a fast-paced, dynamic and ever-changing environment
* Inequitable thirst for knowledge
* Ability to flourish with minimal guidance, be proactive, and handle uncertainty and ambiguity with finesse
* First-principles thinking paired with strong execution - you can envision a world different than the status quo
with the ability to articulate a clear path to get there
* Super ambitious & self-motivated, with excellent written and verbal communication skills
* Ability to work with a diverse team, across varying disciplines, in a fun and collaborative fashion
* Unparalleled work ethic and 24/7 availability
* Creative problem solver, able to identify real obstacles and viable solutions
* Committed to resourcefulness - in times of uncertainty, creatively “making it work” and finding new ways to
produce results
* Outcome-oriented, not reactionary - able to articulate the desired outcome and work collaboratively to create
a path to achieve it
* Based in Dubai or willing to move here

What are you waiting for?
We hope you're open to the challenge. Together we believe we can truly change the world. Fill out the short
application at this link, https://goo.gl/forms/AUDigZNnWwInT3Ru2 along with a 2 minute video selfie telling us
why you are the best candidate based on the requirements above.

Questions?
Please reach out to us at a-team@d-labs.co

But who are we…?!!!
Driven by our mission to become the region’s quintessential engine for ideating & incubating
game-changing platforms in education, wellness & venture capital, we play bold in ways that
inform and transform the future of industries, cities & humans.

